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That’s the idea behind one of the most
powerful concepts ever developed. It’s
called a Master Mind Group. Master Mind
groups have been around for more than 100
years and were identified by Napoleon Hill
in Think and Grow Rich as one of the 
factors in achieving success in life. Henry
Ford, Thomas Edison and Andrew
Carnegie used them. And, current thought
leaders like Jack Canfield have used a 
recommendation from his Master Mind
group to successfully bring the Chicken
Soup for the Soul series to publication after
getting more than 140 rejection letters.  

For those who are unfamiliar with the
concept, Master Mind groups are made up
of like-minded individuals whose purpose
is to help each other achieve successful 
results. These people are willing to give and
receive advice from each other.  By combin-
ing the knowledge, experience and skills of
the group, they are able to multiply their
output and create exponential gains.  

Who hasn’t had a problem that they’re
struggling to solve?  One where you feel that
if you just keep at it with a determined effort,
you’ll finally have that breakthrough? 
Yet, sometimes, what’s required is not 
persistence, but another perspective. Just by
looking at the problem in another way, the
solution becomes crystal clear. The Master
Mind group provides you with different
perspectives.  So, that you can quickly 
realize if you need to change direc-
tion or continue to press on.

Problems and challenges are
shared in a confidential setting.
There are no restrictions on
what topics can be covered.
The members of the group are
encouraged to bring up whatever is
important to them at the moment. So, the
topics covered could range from HR issues
to Strategic Planning to Understanding 
Social Media and Marketing to Creating a
Successful Sales Strategy and Team. The 

varied experience and knowledge in the
group elicits new ideas on how to solve the
challenges that are most pressing. Big prob-
lems mean big learning opportunities. 

To give you an idea of what big problems
or accomplishments are possible. You can
look at the results of Walt Disney, Warren
Buffett and Franklin D. Roosevelt. All of
these men participated in Master Mind
groups. They used the collective knowledge
to propel them to great achievements in
their respective fields.

So, are you ready to compound your 
effectiveness and get involved in a Master
Mind group?  The Small Business Resource

Association (SBRA), has developed a
program specifically for small

businesses called Collective
Minds. Every participant is
dedicated to the success of each

other’s business. They are
willing to give because they

know what they’ll get – 
another perspective and a shortcut

to taking their business to the next level.
The program will run for 12 months and
kick-off in September. 

Want more information?  You can contact
Laura Seibert at the SBRA at 814.808.7272. 

By Terri Hill, Owner, Two Hills Consulting; SBRA Member 

How would you like a shortcut to success, have access

to information from others who have traveled the same

path and know what to avoid and where to go?

THE POWER OF MASTER MIND GROUPS 
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